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So far, fast spectroscopic imaging (SI) using the U-FLARE
sequence has provided metabolic maps indirectly via Fourier
transformation (FT) along the chemical shift (CS) dimension and
subsequent peak integration. However, a large number of CS
encoding steps Nv is needed to cover the spectral bandwidth and
o achieve sufficient spectral resolution for peak integration even if
he number of resonance lines is small compared to Nv and even
f only metabolic images are of interest and not the spectra in each
oxel. Other reconstruction algorithms require extensive prior
nowledge, starting values, and/or model functions. An adjusted
S phase encoding scheme (APE) can be used to overcome these
rawbacks. It incorporates prior knowledge only about the reso-
ance frequencies present in the sample. Thus, Nv can be reduced
y a factor of 4 for many 1H in vivo studies while no spectra have

to be reconstructed, and no additional user interaction, prior
knowledge, starting values, or model function are required. Phan-
tom measurements and in vivo experiments on rat brain have been
performed at 4.7 T to test the feasibility of the method for proton
SI. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: adjusted chemical shift phase encoding; U-FLARE;
proton NMR spectroscopic imaging; rat brain.

INTRODUCTION

In multidimensional SI, the conventional approach of
quiring Nv data points in the CS dimensionkv in combination
with multiple phase encoding gradients to traversek-space
along orthogonal axeskx, ky, andkz (1, 2) leads to unaccep

bly long minimum total measuring timesTm 5 Nx z Ny z Nz z
TR. Alternatives have been proposed to overcome this pro
(3–10). Spectroscopic U-FLARE (10) makes use of the fa
hat longT1 andT2 relaxation times of proton metabolites (11)
llow multiple spin-echo acquisition after a single excitat
oreover, the echoes do not suffer from dephasing dueJ
odulation, provided the inverse of the delayDTE between

ubsequent echoes is large compared to the chemica
ifferenceDd of coupled nuclei and their coupling constanJ

(in Hz) (12, 13). Recently, proton spectroscopic U-FLAR
imaging has been demonstrated to be capable of measuri

1 Present address: University of California San Francisco and VA Me
enter, MRS Unit, 4150 Clement St. (114M), San Francisco, CA 9412
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only uncoupled or intense weakly coupled signals but
strongly coupled resonances such as glutamate (Glu),
tamine (Gln),myo-inositol (Ins), taurine (Tau), or N-acety
aspartate (NAA) (14). Using the slicedk-space approach (4),
Nx 3 Ny data points are acquired per excitation, while
chemical shift is encoded within the constant time (CT) e
lution period (15): The delaytc between excitation and t
tart of the U-FLARE sequence is kept constant, the positi
refocusing pulse is changed between subsequent excit

see Fig. 1a), and a pseudo-echo inkv is acquired. Thus, th
minimum total measuring time isTm 5 Nv z Nz z TR. Note tha
shifting the pulse position by an incrementDt/2 will shift the
position of the refocused spin-echo byDt. As known from
single voxel studies (16), this encoding technique provid

etter signal separation because of effective homonuclea
oupling, but also leads to a strong dependence of the s
ntensities of coupled resonances ontc and the coupling pa
ern.

Until now, the number of CS encoding stepsNv and the
incrementsDt j ( j 5 0, . . . , Nv 2 1), by which the ech
position is shifted, have been chosen to satisfy the follow
conditions:

1. To reconstruct spectra by means of standard fast Fo
transform (FFT) algorithms (17, 18), the pseudo-echo inkv

must be acquired at equidistant sampling intervals leading
constant incrementDt j [ Dt 5 const. For a signal sample
at equidistant intervals, the sampling theorem (19) implies tha
the sampling interval must not be greater than 1/SW to cover
the spectral bandwidthSW (in Hz) completely.

2. The range of encoding timesTt :5 (Nv 2 1)uDtu must
be long enough to provide sufficient spectral resolutiondn 5
1/Tt (in Hz). This, in turn, requires a sufficiently large num
of CS encoding stepsNv and a sufficiently long evolutio
period tc.

In summary,Nv is usually chosen to be the smallest inte
greater than the ratioSW/dn. In principle, the spectral resol
tion dn should be considerably smaller than the separatio
adjacent spectral lines to allow unambiguous identificatio
metabolite resonances and accurate determination of pe
eas. Note that line splittings due toJ coupling need not b
al
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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242 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
considered because of the effective homonuclear decou
However, the range of encoding timesTt is limited due to th
rapid decay of the pseudo-echo inkv caused byB0 inhomo-

eneities. Any substantial increase ofTt (corresponding to
decrease ofdn) would cause additional noise contamination
the spectra. Under the experimental conditions of this s
i.e.,B0 5 4.7 T, a spectral resolution on the order of 15 Hz
be achieved usingSW5 900 Hz (4.5 ppm) andNv 5 64 (14).

This procedure will be termed “conventional” in the follo
ing. It provides metabolic maps by FT with respect to
equidistantly sampled CS direction and subsequent peak
gration and implies a few disadvantages:

1. While SI applications with 2D spatial/1D spectral re
lution can be carried out within a sufficiently short minim
total measuring time (14), extensions aiming at 3D spat

aps of CS information or at 2D spatial/2D spectral exp
ents would still be too long for clinical applications.
2. Furthermore, proton NMR spectra are sparsely popu
ith strong resonance lines: large spectral intervals co
oise and no or only little metabolite information. As for ma
pplications it is known a priori which spectral intervals ar

nterest, it is desirable to apply a sampling method that av
ollecting data corresponding to signal-free spectral reg
20).

Therefore, a reduction of the minimum total measuring
s not only necessaryfor advanced applications of spect
copic U-FLARE imaging, it is alsopossiblebecause it follow
rom the second statement that the conventional proce
athematically leads to a solution of a strongly overde
ined system of equations. Alternative reconstruction m
ds, e.g., VARPRO (21) or HLSVD (22) processing the data

he time domain, require extensive prior knowledge, sta
alues, and/or model functions. Frequency domain techni
.g., line shape fitting models (23, 24), depend on the ava
bility of data that can be processed by FT and are

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic pulse sequence for an experiment using CT ch
by the arrow while the delaytc between excitation and the imaging sequ
encoding times: At the top, the completely refocused spin-echo is samp
an increment of magnitudeDt. As indicated at the vertical axis denoting th
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estricted in the same way as the conventional CS p
ncoding and reconstruction procedure for spectroscop
LARE. In this study, we will present an alternative sampl
econstruction scheme to overcome these drawbacks
ethod exploits prior knowledge about the resonances pr

n the sample and leads to a considerable reduction o
inimum total measuring time. This reduction is achie

etaining information about all resonances in contrast to
OSY (25) or related techniques. These use spectrum sim
cation by chemical shift selective RF pulses to supp
ertain parts of the spectrum.

METHODS

Theory of Adjusted Chemical Shift Phase Encoding (APE

The experiment schematically shown in Fig. 1a leads
signal, which for one CS phase encoding step with indj
represented by an encoding timet j can be described as

sj :5 s~t j! 5 O
k50

K21

mkexp~ivkt j! f~t j!. [1]

TheNv complex-valued CS phase encoded signalssj as well as
the K complex-valued signalsmk of individual metabolite
resonances with frequenciesv k may be functions of spati
and/or spectral coordinates depending on the experimen
ried out after the evolution periodtc. The module labelle
“MRI” in Fig. 1a represents a 2D or 3D U-FLARE sequen
for example, or it may be simply replaced by immed
spin-echo acquisition (see below). The signalsmk depend o
the time constanttc as well as on the corresponding relaxa
timesT2,k andT1,k and in the case of coupled resonances on
coupling constantsJk. The complex-valued functionf in Eq.
1] represents the effect ofB0 inhomogeneities, i.e., the sign

ical shift phase encoding: After excitation the refocusing pulse is shifted
e is kept constant. (b) Schematic illustration of how to determine the s
corresponding tot 5 0 s. At the bottom, the echo has been shifted “to the right
S phase encoding directiont, this shift corresponds to a negative encoding t
em
enc
led
e C
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243APE FOR 1H SPECTROSCOPIC U-FLARE
attenuation due to dephasing as well as the local shi
resonance frequencies. Note that the functionf is independen

f the resonance indexk for signalsmk originating from a
sufficiently small or homogeneous volume within the sam
Its magnitude can often be described by an exponential
tion u f(t j)u ' exp(2ut j u/T**2) with the effective decay tim
T**2 due to B0 inhomogeneities. An encoding timet j 5 0 s
corresponds to a completely refocused spin-echo withf(t j 5 0
s) [ 1. In the absence ofB0 inhomogeneities and for th
special case ofNv equidistant samplessj as well asK 5 Nv

equidistant frequenciesv k, the sum in Eq. [1] is equivalent
he discrete FT of a signal represented by its Fourier co
ientsmk. It is important to note that the sign oft j depends o

which side the pseudo-echo inkv is sampled with respect to
maximum. Increasing (decreasing) the delay between th
and 180° pulses in Fig. 1a corresponds to a “right” (“left”) s
of the echo position and implies sampling the echo “bef
(“after”) its maximum, i.e., att j , 0 s (t j . 0 s), as is
schematically shown in Fig. 1b for simple spin-echo acq
tion.

The problem to solve the set ofNv equations given by E
[1] for the K unknown signalsmk with K # Nv turns out to b
a linear least squares problem, which in matrix notation ca
expressed as

s 5 FAm

with s :5 ~s0, s1, . . . , sNv21!
†

andm :5 ~m0, m1, . . . , mK21!
†, [2]

where the symbol “†” denotes transposition. TheNv 3 Nv

diagonal matrixF is defined byFjk :5 d jkuf(t j)u and represen
the amplitude attenuation due toB0 inhomogeneities. If th
latter are related to the efficient decay timeT**2 and provided
that the generalized range of encoding timesTt :5 maxj(t j) 2
minj(t j) ! T**2, F may be replaced by the unity matr

urthermore, theNv 3 K matrixA represents the phase fact
Ajk :5 exp[i (v k 1 DvB)t j ] incorporating the frequency sh
DvB due to field inhomogeneities. It has been pointed
earlier (20) that if theK resonance frequenciesv k were known
it would be sufficient, in principle, to provideNv 5 K signals
sj to solve Eq. [2]. The only restriction on the choice of
phase encoding times would be the necessity of a nonsin
matrix B :5 FA. We will show, however, that usingNv . K
renders the solution more robust. In this general case, the
squares solution to Eq. [2] can be written as

m 5 B1s ; A1F 21s, [3]

rovided A is nonsingular. TheK 3 Nv matrix A1 is the
pseudo-inverse (26) of the phase matrixA with A1 5 ( AHA)21

AH. Here,AH denotes the Hermitian conjugate ofA with Akj
H 5

exp[2i (v k 1 DvB)t j ] [ A*jk. The matrix inverseF21 exists
of

.
c-

fi-

0°
t
”

i-

be

t

lar
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because the real-valued diagonal elements ofF are alway
reater than zero, and it is given byFjk

21 5 d jku f(t j)u21. The
calculation ofm by Eq. [3] will be referred to as the “AP
reconstruction” in contrast to the conventional reconstruc
mentioned earlier.

An early application of the APE procedure is the Dix
method for the separation of water and fat (27): Knowing the

RI signal consists of contributions from water and fat o
nd supplying their chemical shiftsv0 andv1, respectively, a

prior knowledge, the two phase-encoded signalss0 [ s(t 0 5
0 s) ands1 [ s(t 1 5 p/(v 0 2 v 1)) can be used to calcula
the individual signalsm0 (for water) andm1 (for fat) from Eq.
[3]. The value oft1 is chosen so that the two resonan
develop a phase difference of 180°, which simplifies the
construction as it amounts to adding/subtracting the signas0

and s1. However, if uncorrected, different attenuation of
two signals due toB0 inhomogeneities as well as the freque
shift DvB will lead to reconstruction errors (28).

To implement the APE method outlined above, two p
lems must be considered:

1. The numberNv and the values of the CS phase enco
timest j must be chosen appropriately to set up the experim

2. The influence ofB0 inhomogeneities, i.e., the frequen
shift DvB as well as the attenuation factorsu f(t j)u must be
determined to reconstruct metabolite signals.

The Choice of CS Phase Encoding Times

ProvidedNv $ K is obeyed, the encoding timest j may be
chosen arbitrarily, in principle, with no restriction on th
respective differences as long as the nonsingularity of matA
is maintained. However, a major problem of spectrosc
U-FLARE as of most NMR experiments is the contamina
of the measured signalssj by random noise. The choice
encoding times should therefore aim to reduce the noise
spectroscopic images that will be reconstructed by the
method. From the general theory of linear least squares
lems (29) it is known that the covariance matrix ofm is given

y

V~m! 5 s 2~BHB! 21 ; s 2B1B1H. [4]

Here,s denotes the standard deviation of random noise in
signalssj . From Eq. [4] it follows that the standard deviation
noise in the reconstructed signalmk will be

s~mk! 5 Î O
j50

Nv21

uBkj
1u 2 z s ; iB1ik z s, [5]

where iB1i k is the Euclidean norm of thekth row vector o
matrix B1. To find a quantity that incorporates the influenc
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244 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
noise onall components ofm we define the matrix norm ofB1

by

iB1i :5 max
k

~iB1ik!. [6]

From the definition ofiB1i it follows that its value is inde-
pendent of any global frequency shift such as that due to
inhomogeneities,DvB (30). A more empirical description o
he propagation of noise has been given earlier (31), and it was
hown that minimizing a function similar toiB1i considerabl

enhances the robustness of the solution [3].
Returning to the example given by the Dixon method

neglecting the influence of field inhomogeneities for
present (B ' A), it is easy to see that the phase matrixA is
given by

A 5 S 1 1
e0 e1

D
and its pseudo-inverse is

A1 5
1

~e1 2 e0!
S e1 21

2e0 1 D , [7]

with the abbreviationen :5 exp(iv nt 1) for n 5 0, 1. It is
straightforward to show thatiA1i 5 =2/ue1 2 e0u and tha
this quantity will reach a minimum ife0/e1 5 21. This
orresponds tot 1 5 (2n 1 1)p/(v 0 2 v 1) with n [ N,

which suggests the valuet1 5 p/(v0 2 v1) should be chose
to satisfyTt [ t 1 ! T**2. Thus, the Dixon method is a spec
case of the APE method using optimized phase encoding
corresponding to a minimum ofiB1i. Note that for the Dixo
methodiB1i 5 1/=2.

TAB
Values of iB1ik Calculated According

Metabolite (d [ppm]) 8 10

H2O (4.70) 0.562 4.52
PCr (3.93) 0.717 0.389
Ins (3.62) 4.62 0.378
Cho (3.24) 0.644 0.421
PCr (3.04) 0.673 0.421
Glu (2.36) 0.535 0.394
NAA (2.02) 0.677 4.51
Lip (1.50) 4.61 0.391
iB1imin 0.414 0.369
Dt [ms] 22.383 21.853

a Calculations are based on metabolite resonances visible atTE 5 136 ms
All encoding schemes except the optimized scheme are equidistant, a
pseudo-echo inkv. The value ofiB1i [ maxk(iB1i k) is printed in boldfac
ld

d
e

es

In the more general case withK . 2 signals to be reco
structed, the minimization ofiB1i implies an optimization o
Nv CS phase encoding times, which is a nontrivial nume
problem because the probability of being trapped in l
minima increases with increasingNv. Moreover, the optim-
zation is hampered by the fact that the dependence o
attenuation factorsu f(t j)u on the encoding timest j is a priori
unknown. An approximation could be given assuming tha
pseudo-echo inkv decays exponentially,u f(t j)u ' exp(2ut j u/

**2). There exists a lower limit oniB1i given by (30)

iB1imin 5
1

Î( j50
Nv21 u f~t j!u 2

. [8]

If B0 inhomogeneities can be neglected, all the terms in
sum are approximately equal to 1, and the limit beco
iB1imin 5 1/=Nv, which has already been verified for
Dixon method. Then, noise is propagated from the experi
tal signals s into the reconstructed signalsm as by pea
integration in the case of an “ideal spectrum” where each
(shaped like a Dirac delta function) is located at a si
spectral coordinate and its intensity is determined by a “
point” integration.

To allow a comparison of both CS phase encoding/re
struction methods using the same experimental data,
necessary to choose a subset ofNv out of a total of Nv0

equidistant samples. Although one is not forced to choos
equidistant subset to perform the APE reconstruction
found that if Nv is sufficiently greater than the number
resonancesK, the norm of matrixB1 is only insignificantly
greater than its lower limit given by Eq. [8]: Table 1 give
numerical demonstration of how the value ofiB1i (and of al
iB1i k) depends on the number of samples for a fixed s

1
Eq. [5] for Different Choices of Nv

a

Nv

OptimizedNv 5 1612 14 16

0.665 0.315 0.292 0.325
0.345 0.315 0.295 0.302

0.343 0.314 0.294 0.306
0.382 0.354 0.331 0.325
0.382 0.352 0.330 0.325
0.342 0.314 0.293 0.310
0.346 0.313 0.293 0.320
0.663 0.314 0.292 0.311
0.336 0.310 0.290 0.292

21.516 21.283 21.112 —

ivo with B0 5 4.7 T, T**2 5 30 ms, andTt :5 (Nv 2 1)uDtu 5 16.68 ms
the sampling times are assumed to be centered with respect to the m
LE
to

in v
nd
e.
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245APE FOR 1H SPECTROSCOPIC U-FLARE
K 5 8 resonances typically visible in thein vivo experiment
at 4.7 T of this study. The resonance frequencies of t
metabolites were provided as prior knowledge assuming
the temperature-dependent chemical shift of water is 4.70
Each value ofiB1i k was calculated according to Eq. [5]
Nv 5 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 assuming exponentially deca
amplitudes withT**2 5 30 ms, which was observed in the d
on average. In each case the same range of encoding
Tt 5 16.68 ms wasdivided into Nv 2 1 intervals of equa
ength Dt. This value ofTt will be discussed in the Expe-
mental section. It can be seen that the maximum ofiB1i k

(printed in boldface in Table 1) is decreasing with increa
Nv and that it approaches its theoretical lower limit, which
calculated according to Eq. [8]. The tendency of the no
iB1i k to converge atiB1imin with increasingNv is also visible
The last column of Table 1 contains the values ofiB1i k

obtained under the same conditions after performing a nu
ical optimization forNv 5 16. The following CS encodin
times (in ms) were found to lead to a (local) minimum ofiB1i
using a simplex minimization algorithm (32):

t 5 ~28.394,27.074,26.372,25.005,24.420,

23.477,22.247,21.374, 0.395, 2.016, 2.863,

4.262, 4.711, 5.922, 6.965, 8.240!.

e conclude that choosingNv 5 16 equidistant CS pha
ncoding times from the set ofNv0 5 64 samples conventio-
lly used for proton spectroscopic U-FLARE will allow nea
ptimal noise propagation for the APE reconstruction me
hile it still leads to a reduction of the minimum total m
uring timeTm by a factor of 4. In the experiments of th

study, Nv 5 16 will always satisfy the conditionNv $ K
ecessary for solving Eq. [2]. As the chemical shift of w
ust be supplied to set up the prior knowledge for the
lgorithm, it must be determined, e.g., by measuring the
uency difference between the signals of water and NAA (
pm) (33) in a spectrum acquired with an additional sin
oxel experiment. Furthermore, successful application o
PE method requires temperature variations across the s

o be negligible.

reatment of B0 Inhomogeneities

After the CS encoding times have been chosen and
xperiment has been performed, the twofold influence oB0

inhomogeneities must be taken into account before the r
struction of metabolite signalsm according to Eq. [3] is pos
sible:

1. The frequency shiftDvB must be determined for ea
voxel to set up theNv 3 K phase matrixA according toAjk 5
exp[i (v k 1 DvB)t j ].

2. TheNv attenuation factorsu f(t j)u must be provided fo
each voxel to account for the decay of signal amplitudes
se
at
m.
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Both effects can be addressed using a water reference
surement performed under the same conditions as the e
ment used to obtain the signalssj except for the water su-
pression (34–37). Neglecting noise contamination, the wa
reference signal can be expressed as

r j :5 r ~t j! 5 r Wexp~ifW!exp@i ~vW 1 DvB!t j#uf~t j!u, [9]

ith amplitude r W, phasefW, and frequencyvW. For the
resonant water signal withvW/2p 5 0 Hz, the phase of th
reference signal is given by

f~t j! 5 fW 1 DvBt j. [10]

As f is unique within the range 0# f , 2p, it must be
corrected for cyclic “wrap around” at these limits. Equa
[10] allows the determination ofDvB by linear regression
which is very accurate (30) as well as computationally mo
efficient than spectral peak picking because no zero fi
followed by FT of the inflated data must be performed. M
over, for the APE method, FT and peak picking may no
possible because the CS encoding times do not neces
satisfy the sampling theorem.

The attenuation factorsu f(t j)u can be determined from E
[9] by dividing the magnitude of the reference signal by
maximum value:

u f~t j!u 5
ur ~t j!u

max
n

@ur ~tn!u# , [11]

hich implies normalization to an arbitrary scale.

EXPERIMENTAL

Hardware and Pulse Sequence

The pulse sequence used is shown in Fig. 2. It is de
from the improved spectroscopic U-FLARE sequence
posed by (14) and has been implemented on our 4.7 T/40

ruker Biospec system (Bruker Medizintechnik Gm
arlsruhe, Germany). This is equipped with self-shielded
ients of inner diameter 200 mm, capable of switching
T/m in 450 ms. RF pulse transmission was accomplis

using a 98-mm diameter saddle-type resonator, which
phantom measurements was also used for signal dete
Spectroscopic images were obtained in coronal slice ori
tion in vivo from the brains of healthy 400-g male Wistar r
anaesthetized with 0.8–1.5% halothane in 7:3 N2O:O2. An
18-mm diameter surface coil placed directly above the he
the rat was used for signal reception. The phantom consis
7 cylindrical tubes of 5 mm diameter filled with aque
solutions of myo-inositol (Ins, 100 mM), phosphocreati
(PCr, 80 mM), glutamate (Glu, 77 mM), N-acetyl-aspar
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246 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
(NAA, 57 mM), glutamine (Gln, 29 mM), taurine (Tau,
mM), and choline chloride (Cho, 14 mM), respectively. Th
tubes were inserted into a test tube of 28 mm diameter
with water. All metabolite concentrations were chosen to
vide ratios that mimic thein vivo situation (38). Spectroscopi
images of the phantom were obtained from slices perpend
to the cylinder axis.

Water presaturation was performed using three consec
Gaussian RF pulses of 15 ms duration (FWHM-bandwidth
Hz) followed by spoiler gradients (Fig. 2, part A). For thein
vivo experiments, two 90° RF pulses with optimized sinc-
shape (39) were used for spatially selective lipid presaturat
The slice gradients and transmitter frequency offset were
justed to achieve minimum signal from outside the skull (
B). Frequency selective excitation was performed using
hard pulse sequence 12 2t 2 5.4 2 t 2 5.4 2 2t 2 1# (40)

ith t 5 1.25 ms and an effective flip angle of 79.2°. In
volution period (parts D and E) the position of an optim
80° refocusing pulse (41) of 2.5 ms duration was shifted wi
espect to the excitation pulse and the start of the U-FL
maging sequence, while the delaytc between these two w
ept constant (cf. Fig. 1a). The gradient in part E was use
reparation of the phase encoding in the readout directiokx.

FIG. 2. Pulse sequence for displaced spectroscopic U-FLARE. The g
phase) gradients. The sequence is divided schematically into six parts

(C) frequency selective excitation; (D) and (E) CS phase encoding and
e
d
-

lar

ive
6

.
d-
rt
e

d

E

or

Part F represents oneDTE period of the U-FLARE sequenc
A slice selective Gaussian pulse of 300ms duration with a flip
angle ofa 5 135° was used for refocusing the echoes, w
were acquired under a constant readout gradient after
encoding alongky. The readout gradient was switched on
ms before the acquisition to support the separation of eve
odd echoes (42). Only the even echoes were acquired (
placed variant of U-FLARE). The spoiler immediately follo
ing the slice gradient also contributed to the separation o
echoes and served to destroy unwanted FID/SSFP s
arising directly from the refocusing pulses. Part F was repe
38 times in all: Six dummy cycles were performed with
either signal acquisition or phase encoding gradient befor
signal was acquired 32 times using the alternate phase e
ing scheme (43) for ky. Four complete dummy experime
were performed without signal acquisition to reach dyna
equilibrium.

A matrix of 323 32 complex data points was acquired a
one excitation at a readout bandwidth of 10 kHz and an
separation ofDTE 5 5 ms. Although this delay betwe
subsequent echoes does not satisfy the conditionDTE21 @ Dd,
J (in Hz) for some1H metabolite signals, no deleterious eff
due to J modulation was observed in the experiments.

shaded gradient pulses are spoilers, whereas those filled with black (wh
) frequency selective water presaturation; (B) spatially selective lipid presaturation
olution period; (F) U-FLARE imaging sequence.
ray
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247APE FOR 1H SPECTROSCOPIC U-FLARE
phase encoding was performed attc 5 136 ms to detec
ignals from coupled resonances of Glu and Ins (14). The
osition of the refocusing pulse in part D of the sequence
hifted inNv0 5 64 steps ofDt / 2 5 2556 ms correspondin

to a spectral bandwidth of 899 Hz and giving rise to pse
echoes inkv. The phase encoding steps were chosen to sa
the pseudo-echo symmetrically around its maximum. W
field of view (FOV) of 483 48 mm2 and a slice thickness
3 mm the nominal voxel size was 1.53 1.5 3 3 mm3. Two
experiments were accumulated, and four identical repeti
were performed for subsequent image reconstruction with
the conventional and the APE method. WithTR 5 1.9 s the
measuring time per repetition was approximately 4 min.
same experiment was then repeated only once without
suppression to obtain the water reference signal. The reso
frequency of water was adjusted tovW/2p 5 2400 Hz (= 2.7

pm in vivo) to avoid signal loss by frequency selective e
ation.

ata Processing and Evaluation

For the conventional reconstruction of spectroscopic
LARE images, the complex data set of dimensions 323 323
4 (Nx 3 Ny 3 Nv0) was processed using the Interactive D

Language (IDL, Research Systems, Inc., Boulder, CO)44)
according to the following protocol:

1. DC correction inkv,
2. spatial apodization using a standard Hamming wind
3. CS apodization using a sine-bell window,
4. zero filling inkv to 256 complex points and 3D FFT,
5. interactive definition of spectral intervals of inter

(width: 5 to 6 points),
6. correction of the position of these intervals for the

quency shiftsDvB due toB0 inhomogeneities; the shifts we
determined from the water reference signal according to
[10],

7. peak integration inside the corrected intervals,
8. FT interpolation “(Nx, Ny) 3 (64, 64).”

For the calculation of spectroscopic images using the
ethod we employed a combination of IDL and C routines
ade use of the LAPACK library (Linear Algebra Packa

45). While steps 1 and 2 were the same as above, the fo
ng protocol was executed:

3. Selection ofNv 5 16 CS phase encoding steps out of
total of Nv0 5 64 (see below),

4. accumulation of four repetitions of the experimen
provide the same total measuring time as for the convent
reconstruction,

5. FFT with respect tokx andky,
6. correction for amplitude attenuation due to field inho

geneities according to Eq. [11],
7. set up of the array of resonance frequenciesv k for all K
as

-
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signals to be expected and correction for the frequency
DvB,

8. calculation of magnitude signalsumku using Eq. [3],
9. FT interpolation “(Nx, Ny) 3 (64, 64).”

The main resonances (K 5 7) to be expected for th
phantom attc 5 136 ms were NAA (CH3, 2.02 ppm), PC
(CH2, 3.93 ppm and CH3, 3.04 ppm), Cho (N(CH3)3, 3.24
ppm), Ins ([4, 6]CH, 3.62 ppm), Glu (gCH2, 2.36 ppm), an
water (4.88 ppm). Other signals of NAA were not dete
because of signal attenuation due to the frequency sele
excitation sequence applied (aCH, 4.40 ppm) and due to t
small values of their transfer functions attc 5 136 ms (bCH,
2.52 ppm andb9CH, 2.70 ppm). The same applies to ot
ignals of Ins ([1, 3]CH, 3.54 ppm, [2]CH, 4.06 ppm, a
5]CH, 3.28 ppm), some of which are visible but too sm
compared with the noise level) to be used for reconstru
pectroscopic images. This also holds for other signals o
aCH, 3.76 ppm,bCH, 2.06 ppm, andb9CH, 2.10 ppm)
ignals of Gln and Tau were not detected in our experim
ecause of the low metabolite concentrations and the tra

unctions of the coupled resonances (see next section). D
arding signals of Gln and Tau—as was also done for
umerical demonstration in Table 1—enhanced the robus
f the APE algorithm as the ratioNv/K was increased. Th

chemical shift of water was obtained from the conventi
spectra; no significant variations across the slice in the p
tom or in the rat brain were observed.

For the in vivo data, the chemical shift of water was 4
ppm, and a broad lipid signal (Lip) due to imperfect pres
ration was identified at 1.3 ppm. Furthermore, the label
reflects choline containing compoundsin vivo, and Cr1 PCr
tands for total creatine. As Glu and Gln will not be resol
heir common signal will be referred to as Glx. The signal
ns at 3.62 and 3.54 ppm were not resolvedin vivo. The
esonance at 3.62 ppm was dominant fortc 5 136 ms
herefore, this chemical shift was chosen for the APE re
truction. Thus, in addition to the 7 resonances considere
he phantom measurements, consideration of the lipid s
ed to K 5 8 resonances to be reconstructed from thein vivo
ata.
To choose 16 CS phase-encoding times was based o

urpose of minimizing the value ofiB1i. As the shape of th
pseudo-echo inkv and thus the matrix of attenuation factorF
varied across the sample, a unique choice could not be op
for all voxels simultaneously. Moreover, for a general ap
cation of the APE method this shape will be unknown
advance. That is why the value ofiA1i was used to estima
the robustness of the algorithm. The encoding times
selected as close to the echo maximum as possible becau
choice most likely ensures optimalSNR.For the phantom da
we found that choosing every second CS phase-encodin
(Dt j 5 Dt 5 22.224 ms forj 5 0, . . . , 15) centered wit
espect to the echo maximum led toiA1i 5 0.260,which is
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248 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
about 4% above the theoretical lower limit 1/=Nv 5 0.25.
For the in vivo data, poorerB0 homogeneity required th
reduction toDt 5 21.112 ms, i.e., every step centered inkv.
This choice allowed a reconstruction withiA1i 5 0.281,
which is approximately 12% above the lower limit. Note t
this choice ofDt implies thatTt [ (Nv 2 1)uDtu 5 16.68 ms
which was used for the numerical comparisons give
Table 1.

Due to the accumulation of four experiments for APE in
4, the data set was not exactly the same as the set used
conventional reconstruction. However, the variation of
conventional results for all four repetitions proved to be n
ligible compared to noise. Note that step 8, which was
formed by calculating the singular value decomposition o
phase matrixA (26) with optimized linear algebra softwa
(45), had to be carried out only once for the experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phantom Experiments

The conventional reconstruction required about 17 s
SUN SPARC20 workstation (SUN Microsystems, Inc., Mo
tain View, CA), while the APE reconstruction was comp
after 6 s. This difference is mainly due to the fact that for
conventional method, the FT must be carried out for 323 32
data sets of 256 complex data points each, while the mos
consuming operation of the APE method (step 8), was ca
out only once.

Figure 3 shows typical spectroscopic U-FLARE spe
acquired from the phantom. Each magnitude spectrum be
to a voxel inside the tube of the corresponding metabolite

FIG. 3. Typical magnitude spectra acquired from the phantom usin
spectroscopic U-FLARE sequence withtc 5 136 ms. Each spectrum belon
to a voxel inside the tube of the corresponding metabolite and has
normalized to the same (arbitrary) scale. The unit of the chemical shift a
ppm.
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has been normalized to the same (arbitrary) scale. All sig
expected attc 5 136 ms are clearly identified except for G
and Tau whose signal intensities are below the noise level
is due to the relatively low concentrations of 29 mM for G
and 19 mM for Tau. Spectroscopic U-FLARE experime
carried out under identical conditions on spherical phan
filled with solutions of Gln and Tau at concentrations of
mM each provided spectra with clearly identifiable signal
both metabolites. These observations verify the choice o
onances, for which images were reconstructed. Furtherm
no significant baseline distortion is visible in these spe
which means the water suppression is very efficient.

The results of the conventional image reconstruction fo
phantom measurements are displayed in Fig. 4. The
image in the top left corner was reconstructed from the un
pressed water reference signal and shows the array of
inside the test tube. The circles in the other images have
overlaid for orientation. These results are to be compared
those obtained by the APE method, which are shown in F
Here, the metabolic map in the top left corner shows
reconstruction of the suppressed water signal. In agree
with the quality of water suppression in the spectra of Fig
there is no significant signal visible. The metabolite image
in good agreement with their counterparts of the convent
reconstruction. All tubes can be clearly identified, and n
contaminations appear to be on the same level as in F
Minor deviations of tube shapes are due to noise and p
volume effects and may appear enhanced because of the
rier interpolation.

A quantitative comparison of the results obtained by
reconstruction methods is given in Table 2. For each r
nance, the magnitude intensity is given for the voxel of m
imum signal. The discrepancy between the two methods i
to the fact that in the conventional approach peak integr
was carried out over a limited number of spectral points o
Thus, the integrals do not necessarily provide the total s
intensities. The concentrationsc weighted by the number
protonsp in each molecular group are given for comparis
They reveal that the ratios of the singlet signals within e
reconstruction method are consistent with the expectation
value of iA1i k was calculated, to estimate the noise conta-
nation for each metabolite signal according to Eq. [5].
standard deviations of noise determined from the region
side the phantom provide a measure of accuracy for the i
sities umAPEu and umCONVu. They also reinforce the impressi
obtained by visual inspection of the images that both met
provide approximately equalSNR. Moreover, there are n
significant differences between the noise levels in image
different metabolites, which is reflected by the fact tha
values ofiA1i k are approximately equal.

In Vivo Experiments

An MRI image of the healthy rat brainin vivo is shown in
Fig. 6a, which was acquired from the same slice selecte
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the spectroscopic U-FLARE experiment. The black sq
indicates the position of the voxel, for which the magnit
spectrum is shown in Fig. 6b as a typical example. Metab
assignments correspond to (46). Apart from the dominan
inglet resonances of NAA, Cr1 PCr and Cho, signals fro
oupled resonances of Glx5 Glu 1 Gln, Ins, and NAA ar
isible. The Ins resonance at 3.62 ppm is affected by a sho

FIG. 4. Spectroscopic U-FLARE images of the phantom obtained by
in the top left corner was reconstructed from the unsuppressed water re
be detected (cf. Fig. 3), the corresponding images are not shown. In th

FIG. 5. Metabolic maps of the phantom calculated with the APE algo
in the top-left corner shows the reconstruction of the suppressed water
re
e
te

er

due to Glu at 3.76 ppm and Gln at 3.78 ppm. The NAA sig
at 2.52 and 2.70 ppm were too small (compared with the n
level) for reconstructing metabolic maps. Signals of Tau w
not detected, which is in agreement with its low concentra
of 2 mM (38) and which corresponds to the results obtaine
the phantom measurements (cf. Fig. 3). Recently, how
other authors have reported the detection of Tau with int

nventional Fourier transform reconstruction and peak integration. The w
nce signal. The circles have been overlaid for orientation. As Gln and Tould not
wer right corner, a schematic representation of the phantom is shown (cale).

m using a selection of 16 out of the total of 64 CS phase encoding steps
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250 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
ties that suggest a higherin vivo concentration in the rat bra
14, 47). This matter is currently under investigation.

The spectroscopic U-FLARE images of the rat brain
tained by the conventional method are shown in Fig. 7. A
Fig. 4, the water image in the top-left corner was reconstru
from the unsuppressed water reference signal. All image
restricted to the area of the rat brain as defined by the refe
image. These conventional images are to be compared
those reconstructed with the APE algorithm shown in Fig
The water image reconstructed from the data acquired
water suppression shows noise and a small contaminatio
to lipid signals only. Best consistency between both re
struction methods is visible for the singlet signals of NA
Cho, and Cr1 PCr (3.04 ppm), whereas the resonance
lower intensity are more severely affected by noise. Am
these, the APE images of Glu and Cr1 PCr (3.93 ppm) reve

TABLE 2
Comparison of the Results for the Phantom Measurement as

btained by the APE and the Conventional Reconstruction
ethod (“CONV”)

Metabolite
(d [ppm]) k

umAPEu a

[au]
umCONVu a

[au]
c z pb

[mM] iA1i k

sAPE
c

[au]
sCONV

c

[au]

Cho (3.24) 1 54.9 58.7 126 0.260 7.2 8
Ins (3.62) 2 65.9 58.3 100 0.253 7.1 6
PCr (3.93) 3 67.3 50.1 160 0.254 7.0 7
PCr (3.04) 4 97.6 82.3 240 0.258 7.1 6
NAA (2.02) 5 85.6 73.7 171 0.256 6.7 7.
Glu (2.36) 6 61.8 46.5 154 0.253 7.0 6

a Magnitude signal given for the voxel of maximum intensity inside
corresponding phantom tube.

b Product of concentration [mM] and number of protons in the corresp-
ing molecular group.

c Standard deviations of the magnitude noise intensities calculated fro
egion outside the phantom and given in the same (arbitrary) units as the
ntensities.

FIG. 6. (a) MRI image from the rat brain: The same slice was selec
f the voxel, for which the magnitude spectrum is shown in (b) as a typ
-
in
d
re
ce
ith
.
th
ue

n-
,
f
g

a signal distribution that is more consistent with that of
larger signals than their conventional counterparts. It shou
considered that the signal assigned to Glu may also con
small contribution of Gln. However, as only the chemical s
of the larger signal of Glu at 2.36 ppm was provided as p
knowledge for the APE reconstruction, we termed this si
“Glu.”

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for chemical shift phas
coding dedicated to the spectroscopic U-FLARE imaging
quence, which avoids time consuming equidistant sam
along the CS dimensionkv. The suggested phase encod
scheme is combined with a reconstruction algorithm tha
ploits prior knowledge about the chemical shifts of the r
nances present in the sample under investigation. To pr
the resonance frequencies, an additional single voxel ex
ment must be carried out to obtain the chemical shift of w
unless it is already known from previous studies. Effic
water and lipid suppression is a prerequisite for the applic
of the method to proton SI to make sure that metabolite sig
are free from severe signal interferences. A reference ex
ment for acquiring the unsuppressed water signal has
carried out to correct for effects ofB0 inhomogeneities.

The results of this study confirm the applicability of adjus
chemical shift phase encoding for1H spectroscopic U-FLAR
imaging. In phantom andin vivo experiments, signals of a

etabolites that can be reconstructed by conventional Fo
ransformation followed by peak integration can also be re
tructed by the APE method. However, APE can be appli
nly one quarter of the data set instead of using the full s
4 CS phase encoding steps as in the conventional me
oth methods provide similar image quality andSNRper unit
easuring time if the subset of phase encoding steps is c
ppropriately. In contrast to the conventional method, h

d

he
nal

for the spectroscopic U-FLARE experiment. The black square marks t
l example.
ted
ica
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ever, APE does not provide spectra for the voxels, whic
why this method depends on correct prior knowledge aboall
esonances present. In our experiments, we found that
ions of the resonance frequencies in the order of64 Hz had no
ignificant effect on the image reconstruction. Thus, chang
he chemical shift of water across the sample by60.02 ppm a
.7 T that could be caused by temperature variations by62°C

FIG. 7. Spectroscopic U-FLARE images of the rat brain obtained by
corner was reconstructed from the unsuppressed water reference sign

FIG. 8. Metabolic maps of the rat brain calculated with the APE algo
5, the water image in the top-left corner was reconstructed from the sa
is

ia-

of

48) can be neglected. Using the APE method, the addit
easuring time necessary forSNRenhancement could be us

or spatial phase encoding along the third dimensionkz, for
example. The reference experiment, which, in principle,
not necessarily have to be performed for the convent
reconstruction method, does not significantly increase the
duration of an experiment. In a longer series of (multidim

conventional Fourier transform method. As in Fig. 4 the water image in

using a selection of 16 out of the total of 64 CS phase encoding steps
data as the images of the other metabolites.
the
al.
rithm
me
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252 EBEL, DREHER, AND LEIBFRITZ
sional) measurements, the time needed for the reference
surement is short compared to the duration of the whole
periment.

The influence of noise and signal instabilities on the A
reconstruction can be controlled by appropriately adjustin
CS phase-encoding times. The metabolite signals to be r
structed with the APE method will be liable to signal leak
depending on how the matrixB1 in Eq. [3] is conditioned
Signal separation may become imperfect, and the image
show a superposition of contributions from different re
nances. A measure of the condition ofB1 is given by its matrix
norm iB1i (cf. Eq. [6]), which is the factor of proportionali
connecting the standard deviation of noise (and other ran
signal fluctuations) in the measured signals with that in
reconstructed signals. Therefore, the choice of CS phas
coding times should aim to minimize this quantity in orde
render the APE algorithm as robust as possible. As the effe
B0 inhomogeneities on the shape of the pseudo-echo inkv is
not known a priori and may vary across the sample, ass
tions with respect to the attenuation factorsu f(t j)u must be
onsidered, e.g., an exponential decay with an estimated
ive decay constantT**2.

As for APE in contrast to the conventional FT method th
s no general restriction on the range of encoding timesTt [
maxj(t j) 2 minj(t j), the adjustment of the phase encod
times can also aim to reduce this quantity. Apart from redu
signal attenuation due toB0 inhomogeneities, this will allow
the choice of shorter evolution periodstc optimized for the

etection of specific coupled nuclei. Furthermore, signal
ue toT2 relaxation duringtc will be reduced. Limitations o

the APE method mainly arise from signal instabilities du
motion or flow or from frequency variations across the sam
due to temperature gradients. Thus, the reduction of the
imum total measuring time achieved by APE should prefer
be exploited for applications with 3D spatial resolution ra
than for dynamic studies.
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